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Doge Inu 

A Defi deflationary BSC Dog-Series Meme Token.  

Doge Inu aka $Dogo is dubbed Dogecoin's twin brother and 

Shiba's best friend. You can catch Doge inu and Friends on 

Youtube when the Mini Series drops later this year, and with 

automatic 3% redistribution to holders and 5% burn on each 

transaction with 2% liquidity fee's. Doge Inu is a must hold for 

crypto holders and non-crypto holder a like. Dogo’s Adventure 

is no doubt destined for the moon. Stay tuned. 

  

Doge Inu was founded in 2021 by an Anonymous 

Developer and Gifted to the Community. This Defi Binance 

Smart Chain Token ($Dogo) only has 1,000,000,000,000 Total 

Supply with less network-based fees than Ethereum's Inu Series, 

Coupled with our low supply and high burn and reflect rates, 

and manual burns on top of that. Doge Inu is projected to make 

its mark in the crypto space. Don’t be late. 

 

   



 

Tokenomics 

Doge Inu is a deflationary cryptocurrency. Every time a transaction 

takes place with $Dogo, 5% of that transaction is sent to a burn address 

and removed (i.e. "burned") from the circulation supply and 3% is 

redistributed to holders. The more you hold the more you receive. This 

increases the scarcity of every Doge Inu coin in circulation. What this 

means is that every time Doge Inu is used, the value of the remaining 

Doge Inu tokens in circulation is increased by decreasing the supply 

(deflation). All while Simultaneously redistributing Doge Inu to 

everyone holding the token. As a result of this, every single holder has 

an incentive to spread the use of the token as much as possible. As more 

transactions take place on the network, the individual net-worth of all 

who own a piece of the pie increase. 

 

Community & Roadmap 

This bep20 (BSC) TOKEN is 100% Community Owned. 

Many new tokens started off as a pump and dump scheme how 

ever Doge Inu is no exception but with the high burn and reflect 

rates dumping punishes the whales and rewards the hodlers. So 

hodle away. The synergy between the holders of the token has 

created a vast creative and dedicated Community of people from 

all walks of life spontaneously walking together to achieve the 

goal to make Doge Inu stand out.  

 



 

Doge Inu Presale is live on Dxsale.app as of May 26th and 

runs until the 10th of june. During presale 1 Bnb gets you 1 

billion $dogo tokens. After presale you can buy and sell $Dogo 

on pancakeswap with a Bnb pair. 1 Bnb on pancakeswap will 

get you 100 Million Dogo so don’t miss out. 

 

 



 

Links and Resources 

Contract address : 

https://www.bscscan.com/token/0xA4B6fDd98344F960a88603

D21127D16bCE375F84 

Website : https://dogeinu.wixsite.com/dogeinu 

Twitter : https://twitter.com/doge_inu_token  

Instagram : https://instagram.com/dogeinu_bsc 

Discord : https://discord.gg/UBG599Pj 

Reddit : https://reddit.com/r/dogeInu 

Telegram : https://t.me/doge_inu_token 

Quora : https://dogeInu.quora.com 

Ello : https://ello.co/dogeinu 


